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Britain's "Spoiler" Options 
With Turbay's victory this week considered 

"unquestionable" within the Liberal- Party leadership, 
Lleras & Co. are scrambling to ready their "spoiler" 
options. At this point, the 68-year old Lleras himself has 
no hope of gaining the Presidency and can only devote his 
waning influence to splitting the Liberal Party in an 
attempt to sabotage Turbay's chances in the June 
elections. To that end, Lleras and his forces have alreadY 
raised a hue and cry over vote fraud allegedly per
petrated by Turbay's supporters in the primary. and 
hints have begun to emerge in the international press 
that Lleras may throw his faction's support to Con
servative Presidential candidate Belisario Betancur. 

Meanwhile. Alvaro Gomez Hurtado. head of the most 
reactionary wing of the Conservativ� Party and chief 

sponsor of Belisario's candidacy. is planning to come out 
on top no matter what scenario triumphs. Belisario's 
victory at the polls would give Gomez a clear hand in 
the next government. but Gomez is determined to have a 
stranglehold on Turbay in the more likely eventuality of 
a Liberal victory in June. Through his control over a 
substantial section of the military. including Armed 
Forces commander Camacho Leyva. Gomez has suc
cessfullY blackmailed the outgoing administration of 
Lopez Michelson into yielding much of his power under 
threat of a coup. Unless Turbay rapidly mobilizes an 
antifascist alliance of forces against such blackmail 
attempts. he will be vulnerable to the same "National 
Front" pressures aimed at sabotaging his plans for a 
party of the government. 

World Bank Seeks Fragmentation 
of Brazilian State Sector 

Brazilian military and civilian nationalists will have to 
abandon their hopes of building their country into a 
world industrial power by the end of the century if the 
recommendations in a confidential World Bank report 
are implemented. Yet. General J.B.Figueiredo. who will 
become president of Brazil in March. 1979. is already 
acting to follow the World Bank mandate. Brazil is 
quietly slowing down what the World Bank calls "over
ambitious programs" including its nuclear energy 
program. the centerpiece of future industrial develop
ment. Instead. following Figueiredo's state policy em
phasis on the agricultural sector. the country is shifting 
towards flooding the world with agricultural exports to 
keep up with debt payments. 

BRAZIL 

The annual World Bank report on Brazil, leaked Jan. 22 
in the daily 0 Estado de Sao Paulo. plots the course of the 
Brazilian economy from now until 1985 based solely on 
the criteria of what would permit it to meet scheduled 
debt obligations. "If imports can be held within 
reasonable limits. and if export volume can be expanded 
by 12 percent per year in real terms. then there is a good 
prospect of having a positive trade balance of $800 
million in 1980." says the report. 

"In the long run the world market perspectives are 
extremely favorable for some of the major commodities 
exported by Brazil. especially sugar. soy beans and 
derivatives, corn, and iron ore," the World Bank 
forecasts. It predicts that Brazil could churn out $8.8 
billion worth of soy alone in 1985. which would be worth 
enough to give the country a trade surplus of almost $5 
billion. These figures which the Bank itself admits are 
"optimistic," are probably little more than a pleasing 
fairy tale to lure Brazilians into being obedient to bank 
dictates that they dismantle the centralized public sector 

apparatus. implement austerity. and hold the lid on 
popular pressures for survival-level living standards. 
There are presently no indications that the world market 
could absorb such a flood of Brazilian agricultural goods. 

"There are clear signs of difficulties in overall fiscal 
performance." the World Bank complains. "Many 
autonomous agencies and public enterprises seem to 
have embarked on investment programs which are 
overly ambitious within the context of the revenue 
limitations of the public sector and have run up heavy 
debts .. .!t appears that real levels of public investments 
increased during 1975 and 1976 ... despite serious balance 
of payments deficits and accelerating inflation ... Some 
decentralized agencies faced big piles of unpaid bills all 
during 1976.... At the end of 1976. the government 
recognized that the public sector was one of the most 
important causes of inflationary pressure and made the 
decision to reduce investment programs proposed for 
1977 by public enterprises and autonomous agencies." 

In order to guarantee that the "overly ambitious" 
development programs be guillotined on the basis of 
monetarist cost-effectiveness criteria. the World Bank 
demands the establishment of a body similar to the U.S. 
Government Accounting Office or New York City's 
Emergency Financial Control Board "to oversee the 
execution of public investments." 

The Bank demands a free hand for the austerity 
hounds by replacing procedures which permit the fun
ding of long-term projects to completion with a zero base 
budgeting system: "In Brazil the technique of tying 
budget allocations to specific purposes has been ex
tensively used to assure a continuous flow of resources to 
large infrastructure programs and other public sectors ... 
This practice introduces a considerable rigidity of 
allocation of public resources to the various sectors ... It 
is a cause of increasing government expenditures. At the 
same time. it leaves little margin for financing new 
programs through existing budgetary resources." 
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The World Bank report also rails against "excessive 
fiscal centralization" and demands that revenue sources 
now controlled by the central government be handed 
over to state and local authorities. The purpose of the 
anticentralist recommendations, which are identical to 
those made to - and rejected by - Mexico, is to destroy 
the federal government's ability to plan in terms of large 
capital-intensive programs. The bankrupt state govern
ments would be unlikely to cooperate on long-term high
technology programs such as the nuclear energy indus
try. On the contrary, they provide easy targets for World 
Bank President Robert McNamara's favorite slave
labor programs, which do not require any costly 
machinery imports. 

The World Bank's "reforms" are just part of a 
monetarist compaign to wipe out nationalist tendencies 
entrenched in the state industries, the military, and even 

in part of the private sector, who fight for advanced 
technology symbolized by the nuclear cycle being 
provided by the Federal Republic of Germany, against 
monetarist efforts to slow down funding. They will op
pose the World Bank's rapid devaluation and free trade 
dictates, which would divert manufactures from the 
Brazilian population into export markets while ham
pering further industrialization. 

The World Bank is so obsessed with stamping out even 
the illusion of progress that it complains that rapid in
dustrial growth associated with the Schachtian looting 
operation of the 1967-73 "Brazilian Miracle ... established 
great confidence in the long-term growth potential of the 
country, which has made it difficult to adjust to the 
necessity of moderating the growth rate as a means of 
combating the balance of payments and inflation 
problems Brazil faces today." 
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Your newspaper gives you 
only part of the picture ... 

No matter what newspaper 

you read, coast to coast -

from the Wall Street 

Journal to the Los 

Angeles Times -

at best you're only 

getting parts of 'the 

puzzle. And a lot of 

those parts don't even 

fit when you try to put the 

whole puzzle together. 

It leaves you puzzled ... 

If you don't believe us, 

thumb through a few 

back issues of the 

newspapers you 

read, and then 

compare with the 

Executive Intelligence 

Review ... 

Which gives you the 

facts and analysis you 

need to know? 

Isn't it time you . . . 

subscribed to the Executive IntellIgence RevIew? 
PRICE CHART 

Area 3 months 6 months 

U.S., Canada, 
Mexico $125 $225 

Venezuela, 
Colombia, 
Caribbean $140 $250 

Europe, South 
America $115 $265 

Rest of World $150 $280 

Personal and bulk rates on request. 

1 year 

. $400 

$455 

$495 

$520 

l····················································· .......................... .. 

I am subscribing to the Executive Intelligence Review for the 

following: 

[1 6 months D 1 year 

Name .................................................... . 

Address .................................................. . 

City ............... State ............... Zip ............. .. 

Signature ................................................ . 

amount enclosed ......................................... . 

Make checks payable to: 

New Solidarity International Press Service, 
G.P.D. Box 1922, New York, N.Y. 10001 
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e '" � The Daily Energy Intelligence Bulletin . � e is produced by the same 

4.. � .  C Executive Intelligence Review staff that �\, V. "\. 4.-1 � � puts together the news and analysis 

� � J l'i_� which has made the EIR Weekly 

'i>" " '" '"i7 unique in its field. The Bulletin provides � �. � the subscriber with all the latest energy news, y � � world press briefs, short features, rumors, 

-< � reports on the ecologists' latest 
� ploys, and the energy lineup on 

Capitol Hill""':'all provided to 
you in short form, five days a week . 

. � With this service you will have all 
�, the world's energy news at your 

� fingertips on a daily basis. 

$2000 per year* 

Special arrangements have been 

made with the publisher of the In

ternational Journal of Fusion Energy 

and Fusion magazine, and all charter 

subscribers to the EIR Daily Energy 

Intelligence Bulletin will also receive 

a one year subscription to these 

periodicals as a bonus. 

*The price includes airmail or first 

class postage. Telex or express mail 

can be arranged at additional cost. 

Executive Intelligence Review 

Daily Energy Intelligence Bulletin 

G.P.C. Box 1922 


